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The 2017 holiday shopping season is seeing a flurry of activity 

with a growing number of shoppers flocking to online stores. 

In the midst of a trend favoring Internet sales a new 

alternative has emerged to meet consumer needs -The 

OneStopSolutionsShop.com, an innovative shopping hub. 

As the reality sets in that Christmas is right around the corner the pace of holiday shopping has 

quickened. Nothing unusual about that. But what’s different is the surge in online shopping and in 

the shopping opportunities available. 

The selection of virtual retailers has grown dramatically in recent years as have the goods they have 

to offer. An alternative to further meet consumer shopping needs has emerged in the form of an 

innovative shopping hub: the OneStopSolutionsShop.com. 

The Internet has single-handedly transformed the world of shopping for all kinds of goods and 

services. Used to be a shopper's only choice was to drive to a physical store, look around, be waited 

on by a clerk, go through a check-out line to pay, and drive back to home or work. Now a fast-

growing number of purchases are made at the click of a button on a mobile device or computer.  

The OneStopSolutionsShop.com offers the advantages reflected in its name. It's a hub of many 

different online retailers -- from the big and bountiful like Amazon to boutique shops with hard to 

find products and services of wide variety.  

The online shopping option is becoming increasingly popular for a host of reasons: 

·        Convenience - Shop from wherever at whatever time of day or night 

https://onestopsolutionsshop.com/


·        Time saving - Get it done when needed without having to travel or wait 

·        Energy savings - Save on gas driving to multiple stores, reduce pollution from vehicle 

emissions, “be green” in the process 

·        Choice - Unlimited variety at the shopper's fingertips 

·        Reduced stress -- No crowds to contend with, lines to stand in, people to deal with when the 

crunch is on, or the typical rushing around 

·        Flexibility - Doing it all on one's own schedule with no worry of store hours and inventory 

·        Comparison shopping - The ability to quickly see what else is out there and at what prices 

·        Instant access - Some sites offer downloadable products for immediate use 

·        Privacy - Keeping holiday surprises and other shopping selections to yourself 

Hub sites like OneStopShoppingSolutions.com provide all of these benefits and to an even greater 

degree by consolidating multiple retailers in a single online platform .What’s more, they offer not 

only a host of tangible goods but varied services as well, like training programs and coaching. 

Gift givers who want their gifts to stand out are also finding hub sites like this desirable given the 

unique and otherwise hard to find items that can be found there. They’ve been referred to as “the 

best of all worlds” for shoppers and browsers alike. 

OneStopSolutionsShop has monthly features, vendor discounts, giveaways and a shopper alert for 

those who want to be notified by mail when special opportunities are about to be unveiled -- 

including finding out first when supplies are limited. PayPal and major credit cards are accepted. 

Credit card processing is through PayPal for maximum privacy and security of consumers (as vendors 

never see a shopper’s credit card information) and a PayPal account is not required to use their 

credit card platform. 

Under the hub concept a shopper can, in effect, enter a virtual mall where they can see single items 

at individual kiosks or, through a single click, connect to all the goods a retailer has to offer. Today’s 

busy consumers can expect promising results from this innovative shopping alternative. 
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